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From:
Date:
Subject:
Matthew Springer
Page 1 of 3
([email protected])
11/18/2001 4:42 AM
trem loading on homebrew
I've got almost al the kinks worked out of the latest homebrew Tweed Deluxe/ Princeton Reverb
cross. I'm having a bit of trouble with the trem.
Basicaly, the trem is lifted from the Princeton design with only one triode. Everything is pretty
much ok except the output of the oscillator is being loaded down by the output stage. (I think)
I'm getting a nice beautiful 50V o-pk sine wave when the intensity and speed controls are JUST
right, but slight adjustments to the speed and the intensity and the cicuit stops oscillating. I'm
assuming this means the oscillator ouptut is getting loaded down?
Any ideas? I've only got 100k bias feed resistors which are going to a cathode bias stage. I am
thinking of either bumping these to 220k or alternately installing a MOSFET source follower to
buffer the output.
Any advice?
-Matthew
From:
Date:
Subject:
Ray Ivers
([email protected])
11/18/2001 1:28 PM
Re: trem loading on homebrew
Matthew,
If you suspect loading is the culprit, try lifting the intensity pot's wiper connection. I think it might
be a good idea to increase the bias feed resistors to 220K, too.
It seems to me that your bias oscillator has marginal gain/feedback to sustain oscillation. I'm sure
you've tried another 12AX7; do all the components (including capacitors) measure OK? The
tremolo circuit is an exact copy of the AA1164 circuit from the PT AC to the footswitch jack?
Ray
From:
Date:
Subject:
kg
11/18/2001 5:29 PM
Re: trem loading on homebrew
honestly matt i'd go with the mosfet buffer. output stages really like to have low DCR grid circuits. i
think your prognosis is accurate.
ken
From:
Matthew SPringer
([email protected])
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=gadc&thread=151894
... 12/12/2001
Untitled Document
Date:
Subject:
Page 2 of 3
11/19/2001 5:16 PM
that's what I was afraid of...
Ray and KG,
The circuit is basically the oscillator from the Princeton Reverb (one 12AX7 half).
The output stage is a concertina PI with a cap couled dual pot master volume. .1uF caps ont he
input and 1uf on the output. I used a 500k dual ganged with 1k5 grid stoppers. The output stage is
cathode biased with a 220 Ohm 25W, but this should be a 280 Ohm by the end of the week. The
trem is fed to the grids through 2 100k's.
Maybe the loading on the oscillator is coming from the master volume stage? I suppose when it's
all the way down, the AC load on the oscillator would just be the instensity pot. It sounds like
whereevr the loading is coming from, I'm going to need a mosfet buffer since I'd like to use the
trem even if the master volume is set reasonably low.
Any ideas which MOSFETto use? IR820?
-Matthew
From:
Date:
Subject:
Mike D.
([email protected])
11/22/2001 3:10 PM
Re: that's what I was afraid of...
Yep use an IRF820. Remember, the tab is the drain, so it will have the full B+ voltage on it. You
won't need a heatsink for this. I recommend a 1k or so resistor mounted to the gate, to prevent
unwanted high frequency oscillations.
Mike D.
From:
Date:
Subject:
Matthew Springer
([email protected])
11/26/2001 6:25 PM
Re: that's what I was afraid of...
I actually took another look at the Ampeg Reverb rocket schematic (another cathode biased amp
with trem) I think my main problem was not enough gain around the loop.
I think I can get away with no mosfet IF I 1) install a cathode bias cap and 2) increase the
intensity pot control to 1M-B. right now there's only a 220k resistor on the plate of the 12ax7 half,
so this is being seen in parallel to the 250k intensity control to the ac signal so I'm getting not alot
of gain out of the trem stage. I'm also going to beef up the 100k bias feed resistors to 330k.
-Matthew
From:
Date:
Subject:
moocow
12/12/2001 4:43 PM
Re: that's what I was afraid of...
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=gadc&thread=151894
... 12/12/2001
Untitled Document
Page 3 of 3
When you turn down the master volume, the power tube grids are taken to ground. This kills the
tremolo voltage, and no amount of buffering can overcome this. However, there is a way to
simplify your circuit and get the tremolo to work with the master volume:
1. Remove the 1uF caps and directly couple the master volume wipers to the grid stoppers. The
1uF caps are supposed to block DC voltage, but your master volume pot and power tube grids are
both at 0V DC, so the cap is unnecessary. The master volume will now DC-reference the power
tube grids, so you can now get rid of your 100K grid leak resistors. Since the amp is cathodebiased, you can get away with the larger resistance.
2. Connect the old master volume ground to the wiper of the intensity pot. Now the master volume
will reference the power tube grids to the DC voltage of the Intensity pot wiper, even if the master
volume is set to zero. That means the tremolo signal will get through to the grids and not be
shorted out by the master.
These two changes will make your circuit work. You can get away with the 500K pot, but I would
prefer a 250K or 100K dual pot, whichever is easier to find. It might be possible to simulate a lower
value pot by adding fixed resitors across the pot, or from the wiper to a lug. Here are some other
changes you can make, just for fun:
1. Connect a .047 uF capacitor from the Intensity wiper to ground. This maintains the AC
grounding of the grid-leak resistance.
2. Connect a diode across the Intensity pot with the cathode (banded end) going to ground. Only
half of the tremolo signal turns off the power tubes, producing the tremolo effect. The other half
just causes more current to flow in the power tubes, and the diode cuts off this 'bad' half.
3. Replace the 1M resistor in series with the Intensity pot with a 470K or even 220K resistor. This
will greatly increase the intensity of the tremolo circuit. Make sure you have the diode in first,
otherwise the signal will be strong enough to push the power tubes into saturation.
4. Add a 1M resistor from the Intensity wiper to ground. If the wiper gets dirty, you'll lose the DC
reference for the power tubes and the tubes will overheat. The 1M resistor will help keep the tubes
biased properly if this happens. You might want to add fixed resistors to the master volume pot for
the same reason.
http://www.firebottle.com/fireforum/fireBB.cgi?forum=gadc&thread=151894
... 12/12/2001
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